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A practical book which examines the origins of One
Health and discusses how to put policy into practice

• With contributions from international authors in the fields of veterinary and animal science, epidemiology,
environmental science, tropical medicine and public health synergises the central elements of current
One Health research and practice in one broad-ranging volume.
• Zoonotic diseases are the theme running throughout with discussions of diseases of wildlife, farm
animals, domestic pets and humans. Also covered are real-world considerations - sanitation, economics,
food security and evaluating the success of vaccination programmes.
• The book also discusses approaches to putting One Health policy into practice and positive aspects of
OH including the human-animal bond. Case studies are widely used throughout, as well as best practice
examples and emergency protocols.
• You can read the first chapter of the book online for free at www.cabi.org/openresources/43410.
• To order a copy at the discounted rate enter the code CCOH25 at the online checkout
www.cabi.org/bookshop/book/9781780643410
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Animal scientists, medical scientists, environmental scientists.
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